Volkswagen jetta headlight bulb

Headlight Size. Select year The Volkswagen Jetta has been in production since It was first
introduced as a 4-door sedan and was later upgraded to a 5-door station wagon. Multiple
models have been produced over the years with some featuring an I4, VR5, VR6, or I5 gasoline
engine that could kick out between 67 and horsepower depending on the year manufactured.
Online stores that offer aftermarket automotive parts comprise a large collection of Volkswagen
Jetta light bulbs that cover headlight bulbs, LED bulbs, turn signal bulbs, and many more. All of
these processes are detailed within the Volkswagen Jetta headlight bulb replacement guide. It
combines all the bulb size and replacement guides that you need giving online visitors a free
resource that saves them time. Make good use of the replacement guide whenever you need to
change a burnt out light bulb, install LED light bulbs, replace your headlight bulbs, or install a
new HID conversion kit. The information is available to all online users but provides no
warranty. Twist them to remove them. Consultant in the area of automotive lighting solutions.
Terms and Conditions - Privacy Policy. Select year Volkswagen Jetta Chart Bulb Number Fog
Light Bulb Front. H11 LED. H16 LED. Find the Volkswagen Jetta light bulb size needs headlight
bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save time. Also, find your other car light
bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal, brake light and more. The Modified
Life staff has taken all its Volkswagen Jetta headlight bulb replacement guide, Volkswagen Jetta
light bulb size guides, Volkswagen Jetta light bulb replacement guides and cataloged them
online for use by our visitors for free. Our Volkswagen Jetta light bulb guides allow you to
easily replace light bulbs, replace headlight bulb, change a broken lightbulb, install a hid
headlight conversion or install led light bulbs instead of spending countless hours trying to
figure out which light bulb sizes in your Volkswagen Jetta. Feel free to use any Volkswagen
Jetta light bulb size that is listed on Modified Life but keep in mind that all information here is
provided as is without any warranty of any kind. Use of the Volkswagen Jetta replacement bulb
size information is at your own risk. Always verify all light bulb sizes, bulb voltage usage and
bulb wattage before applying any information found here to your Volkswagen Jetta. If you would
like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new
light bulb size information to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page.
The Volkswagen Jetta light bulb socket size and lightbulb replacement information above is
updated as it is submitted by the Modified Life community. Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like to help the Modified Life
community by adding any missing information or adding a new light bulb size information to
our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel
Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. No tools
are needed to access and replace any of the bulbs. The Low Beam bulb is located near the
center of the headlight housing next to the side marker. Set the cover aside in a safe place. Pull
the black plastic electrical connector off the rear of the old bulb. If you do get the bulb dirty,
clean it off with an alcohol moistened paper towel. Pull the old bulb straight out of the socket
and push in a new bulb. If necessary, you may also use any other miniature wedge base bulbs
such as the , , , W5W or a brighter LED unit. Push a new A. The High Beam and Parking or "City
Light" are located near the inner corner of the headlight housing. Pull the black plastic power
plug straight off the base of the old high beam bulb. Try to avoid touching the glass part of the
new halogen bulb with your fingers or anything greasy in the engine bay. If you do get the new
bulb dirty, wipe it clean with an alcohol moistened paper towel. Push the black rubber dust cap
in place over the high beam bulb. The front parking or "city light" is located next to the high
beam bulb. If necessary, you can also use any other miniature wedge base bulbs such as the
number , , W5W, or a compatible LED unit. Test the new bulbs by turning on the headlights,
activating the hazard signals and flashing the high beams. Be sure to record the bulb change in
your vehicle's service records. If you found this guide to be helpful, please consider making a
small donation by clicking on the PayPal. Thank you! Note: I am not a registered charity.
Donations are not tax deductible. Low Beam - Outer Corner. Black Plastic Dust Cap. Reach In
Behind Headlight. Twist Off Dust Cover. Base of Low Beam Bulb. Picture 1 on this page is
labeled with all of the bulb locations within the headlight assembly. Pull Out Old Low Beam. Pull
Bulb Off Power Plug. Old Low Beam Disconnected. Philips H7 12V 55W. Try to avoid touching
the glass part of the new halogen H7 bulb with your fingers or anything greasy in the engine
bay. Front Side Marker Socket. Pull Out Old Bulb. Daytime Running Lamp. Low Beam Bulb
Socket. Replace Plastic Dust Cap. High Beam - Inner Corner. Push the electrical connector on to
the base of the new H7 low beam bulb. Rubber Dust Cap. Pull Off High Beam Cover. Base of
High Beam Bulb. Pull the rubber dust cap off the rear of the high beam bulb and set it aside in a
safe place. Pull Off Power Plug. Osram H7 12V 55W. Don't Touch Glass Part. High Beam Bulb
Socket. Push the electrical connector on to the base of a new H7 high beam bulb. Replace
Rubber Dust Cover. Turn Signal At Bottom. Black Plastic Tab. The Front Turn Signal bulb is

located at the bottom inner corner of the headlight housing. Insert New Bulb. Test New
Headlight Bulbs. Testing High Beam Bulb. Push a new amber colored A. Paul's Travel Pictures
is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising
program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and
linking to Amazon. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. The
compatibility table is only for reference, please make sure to verify the bulb type of your vehicle
before purchasing. We are happy to help if you need any further information. Both side could
not work? One side could not work? Pls kindly noted that your car need a resistor Cancelers
Decoders, you can contact our customer service for help. My bulb type is H7, but the one you
sent could not fit? Pls kindly noted that your car need a bulb holder to lock the bulb, you can
get one from ebay according to you vehicle model. My bulb type is H1, but there is only one clip
on my bulb and the one you sent has two clip Pls kindly noted that different cars have different
connection way, which some have both positive and negative electrode, while some just have
positive electrode but not negative. Features: 1. Beam Angel: Degrees 4. High quality Aluminum
heat dissipation ensures the secure temperature range 7. Shakeproof and Long lasting up to 50,
Hours. Easy installation, Plug and Play, NO modification required LED lights than traditional
halogen energy, more power. Xenon lamp brightness and proximity, but the LED lights light up
without delay, to enhance road safety. Fast cooling , the appearance of the most advanced
design , thermal structure ingenious and reasonable. Heating temperature is low , protect the
car. LED car headlights simple structure, fewer parts than xenon lamps, significantly lower than
the xenon lamp failure rates! Automotive LED headlamps color temperature balancing. The
Xenon bulbs in the same color to clear , about K. Install Caution 1. As a safety precaution, make
sure that the car has had time to cool down properly before starting the installation process. Put
the vehicle into park or make sure it is securely in gear. Make sure to have the ignition turned
off and the keys removed. Be careful to avoid burns, especially when turning on or off the
vehicles lighting. Be careful to avoid crushing or cutting the bulbs. Also make sure to not touch
the bulbs with your fingers, as this will cause blotting. Fully examine the connection of the
contact points, ports and the wires as faulty connections can cause lighting problems. Make
certain that the end of the bulb does not come in contact with the interior light shield of the
headlight when adjusting the bulb. We started as a small local company and grew in more than
a customers base company selling throughout the United States and Canada. Our customer
base continues to grow thanks to our outstanding customer service and highest satisfaction
ratings from our clients. All of our LED kits are inspected guaranteed by our quality assurance
department. None of our LED enter our warehouse before being inspected and tested. Order
your LED Kit today and benefit from our outstanding 7 days a week customer service and have
your kit shipped to you for FREE within 1 business day. We can match almost any vehicle to
one of our bulb sizes. Check with your post office to see if your item has been held up.
Sometimes USPS will not update a tracking number until it has arrived at its destination. If your
item still has not arrived after a few days, let us know so we can double check for you and help
solve it asap. Please include the Year, Make, and Model in the notes section during checkout to
ensure you receive everything needed for your kit! Special bulb holder may be required. See if
you can take the holder from the stock bulb. If not, let us know. The bulb size may be wrong,
double check the item you received with the item you ordered. Do you have an aftermarket
lighting housing? These may not be perfectly fitted for aftermarket bulbs and will require some
manual modifications. Check the headlight fuses, and then check the ballast plugs to insure
correct installation. If this doesn't work, there may be a voltage problem with the vehicle. You
probably just need a relay or capacitor. Unlike halogen bulbs, LED are polarity sensitive. Once
you made sure the LED bulb turns on, please proceed to install both bulbs onto your vehicle.
Note: There is no convention when it comes to polarity. Different car manufactures have
different polarity setup, even within the car model the polarity setup on your low beams and
high beams might be different. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also
viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information.
Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn
more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information 4ndeeee Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items
may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's
customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:.

Walnut, California, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between Tue. Estimated delivery
dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination
ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of
cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during
peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and
import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy
and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request.
Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not
available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle
s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended.
Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by 4ndeeee. Pls kindly
noted that your car need a resistor Cancelers Decoders, you can contact our customer service
for help 4. Pls kindly noted that your car need a bulb holder to lock the bulb, you can get one
from ebay according to you vehicle model 5. So anything please keep in touch first, I believe
that everything could be solved by communication. My bulbs won't fit, help! Neither side
lighting up? We ship 5 Days a week Mon-Friday excluding major Holidays. International
Customers may be subject to customs fees that are out of our control. International shipments
may take longer than the eBay specified time due to country customs. Quantity orders are
welcome! Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified
shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping
method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 8 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 8.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time.
Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but
item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment
details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Headlight Bulb Cap. Adjust
motor. Button cover. Headlight Bulb. HID Bulb. High beam Bulb. Lens and Amplifier; housing.
Mount bracket. Signal Bulb. Socket cover. Xenon Bulb. Included with: HeadlAmp assembly.
Your cart will be set to In-Store Pickup By adding this item to your cart, the shipping option will
not be available for your order. The In-Store Pickup option will now be defaulted at checkout.
Find Parts That Fit:. Lower cap. Related Products. Park Distance Control. License plate frame Slim with Logo - Polished. Your Price. Fulfillment Options. Shipping Not Available. Dealer
Rating: 4. See Reviews. People Also Bought. Headlight Bushing. Headlight Motor. Headlight
Restoration Kit. Jim Ellis Volkswagen. Accepted Payments. Email this product. Email Address.
Find us on Facebook. Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and
installation costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the
website is accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any
information in question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on
this website. Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between
the photos shown and the actual product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to
change without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim
levels and models. Since you drive a well constructed Volkswagen, you drive with confidence.
High gas mileage comes with some expense, because the Volkswagen Jetta requires top-quality
auto parts to be driven with the highest mileage. In recent years the tight design and
budget-friendly pricing of Volkswagen vehicles have featured fluid maneuverability and superior
fuel efficiency. Buying a Volkswagen, you find great styling plus their precision manufacture.

When vehicle owners desire strength and value they search out vehicles manufactured by
Volkswagen. The Volkswagen Jetta is durable enough to dominate any challenge, but must
have the best quality replacement parts so it can take you to where you're headed. It's no shock
that safety-conscious vehicle owners like you are in the know about how to get the best bang
for the buck when seeking out Volkswagen Jetta parts. If an issue crops up or a component
ought to be replaced, avoid the temptation to scrimp with the wrong part. A Volkswagen Jetta
will reward you for installing the right parts to take on the world with its best performance.
When in search of protection, great looks and affordability, cars engineered by Volkswagen
really deliver. Volkswagen builds cars that protect drivers and passengers, but remember it's
the driver's job to guarantee that all the needed safety components are in place and in working
order. Almost nothing is more critical than safeguarding the well-being of you and those dear to
you, so it's clear that equipping your vehicle with the safest and most reliable replacement parts
is necessary. A Volkswagen Jetta Headlight Bulb's performance has been upgraded
significantly since the early days of cars, by being brighter and clearness in the twilight hours.
Your vehicle's Volkswagen Jetta Headlight Bulb can be connected to the bumper of a car to
light up the toll road in front to stop accidents during twilight hours. The Volkswagen Jetta
Headlight Bulb lets you see in tough lighting conditions you may encounter such as difficult
weather. A pair of Volkswagen Jetta Headlight Bulbs can provide your car with increased
performance. Well-made Volkswagen Jetta Headlight Bulbs always provide a safer driving
experience for the driver in difficult conditions like fog. Many times the hardest thing about
fixing a car or truck is finding an honest source for outstanding parts. Choosing a Volkswagen
was a smart choice, now keeping it in showroom condition is a great choice! They are available
for the following Volkswagen Jetta years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 17, 16,
15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 91, 90, 89,
88, 87, 86, 85, 84, 83, 82, 81, Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to
Enlarge. Hella H Headlight Bulb. Bulb Technology Halogen. Wagner D2S Headlight Bulb.
Product Note: High Performance 2. Features: Philips Standard range provides the same Original
Equipment quality as the lights we provide to automakers around the world. Standard range
offers an excellent value for every application. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Product SKU: Read more reviews.
It was delivered fast and had absolutely no problems. Fit and functions were correct. The price
and customer service were spot on. Catalog: B. Vehicle Volkswagen Jetta. Catalog: F. Catalog:
H. Vehicle Body Volkswagen Jetta. Catalog: C. Catalog: G. Vehicle Sub Model Volkswagen Jetta.
Catalog: A. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: N. Headlight Bulb Cap. Included with: Headlamp
assembly. Select a Driveline:. WAGON only. PartQualifier: outer. Rear cover. Related Products.
Cargo Box Carrier â€” Matte Black. Roadside Assistance Kit. The VW Roadside. Starting MSRP
excludes taxes, installation, shipping, and dealer charges. Dealer sets actual price. Contact
dealer for limited warranty, inventory level, and return policy details. Please select a dealer to
view local pricing. Gervais Volkswagen of Lowell. Shop Now. Distance: Seacoast Volkswagen.
Minuteman Volkswagen. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. People Also Bought. Mounting
Bracket for. Tow Eye Cap Lower. Headlight Restoration Kit. Back Up Light Switch. Email this
product. Email Address. About About VW. Legal Policies Internet Based-Ads. Links Dealer
Login. Data Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and
installation costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the
website is accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any
information in question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on
this website. Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between
the photos shown and the actual product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to
change without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim
levels and models. Featuring a bright white light using blue cap bulb and blue glass coating,
Philips CrystalVision ultra headlight bulb is an excellent style upgrade to your ride while
maintaining safety on the road. It matches the style o We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight Bulb part. Returns
Policy. Quantity Sold. Light Source. Bulb Type. Recommended Use. Beam Color. Shop
Volkswagen Jetta Headlight Bulb. Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Display item:. Sort by:.
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Some vehicles may use a specific manufacturer
supplied adapter to the H7 bulb, please reuse this adapter upon installing new bulb. Fits
vehicles with Halogen headlights, will not work with HID headlights. Some vehicles may use a

specific manufacturer supplied adapter to the H7 bulb, please reuse this adapter upon installing
new bulb Quantity Sold : Sold individually Bulb Type : H7 Bulb Type Warranty : 1-year
Replacement unlimited-mileage
hella fog light wiring diagram
2013 chevy cruze cooling fan
dodge grand voyager
warranty. Part Number: A1R Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Featured Brands.
Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best
option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE
replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable
brand name for replacement parts th Based in Southern Ca Feb 16, Headlight bulbs. Perfect just
what I wanted. Will be a repeat customer. Felix Maldonado. Purchased on Jan 31, Great Value!
Very satisfied and would recommend. Carter Hamrick. Purchased on Feb 05, Feb 08, Gianna
Lucatero. Purchased on Dec 12, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Why are My
Headlights Flickering? If your headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most
common reasons why: Failing Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement.

